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Mill Girls and Militants 

Documenter & Film Maker (Freelance) 
 

Ludus Dance is interested to hear from film makers with significant experience 

of working with communities of people particularly young girls and women for 

a new arts and heritage project based in Lancashire.  The proposed project 

will see a filmmaker engage in documentation of the experiences of the 

participants taking part in the project, as well as professionally filming the final 

mass performance spectacle in 360 degree for a VR experience.  The 

filmmaker will also edit both a short highlights film and the VR experience film. 

 

Job Description 

 

Responsible and reports to: Project Manager 

Responsible for: Documentation, filming the final work (in 

360 degree) and editing a highlights film 

and VR experience 

Fee: Delivery fee of £2000 (£200pd X10 days of 

work) & £100 fixed fee towards travel 

Base: Various Lancashire locations 

Period of contract:  Fixed term from July/August 2018 – 

February 2019 

Period of notice: 2 weeks 

Date current: April 2018 

 

Experience/requirements 

 Educated to degree level or equivalent direct relevant experience 

 Experience of documenting projects of this kind and working with a 

variety of client groups 

 Strong and versatile filmmaking skills 

 Experience of developing film work for VR and/or using new 

technologies 

 Access to and willingness to use own equipment (360 camera will be 

provided) 
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Additional Skills 

 Ability to work independently and as part of a small team 

 A highly motivated and professional approach and attitude 

 A demonstrable commitment to healthy and safe working environments 

 An understanding of and commitment to equal opportunities and 

working in an anti-oppressive manner 

 A commitment to the organisations and its partners core missions and 

overall development 

 A full driving license and ability to use a car (preferred but not 

essential) 

 

Roles and Responsibilities 

 Attend an initial production meeting with the team to set priorities and 

gain a greater insight into the projects overall mission and objectives 

 Aligned with the project plan, document key moments of the project 

(planning, devising/making and sharing/performing) 

 Film the final mass performance spectacle in 360 degree (1 day) 

 Produce a short highlights film in line with the companies vision 

 Produce a high quality VR experience film for use in the education 

pack and interactive community workshops for schools and other public 

venues 

 Contribute to evaluation processes during and after the event 
 

Additional tasks and responsibilities may be added at a later date on 

commencement of the project. 

 

Submit: Please submit an up to date CV and covering letter (no more than 
two pages) on your suitability of the role.  We would also like to see either a 
link to footage or up to three image attachments of your work.  Please send all 
application materials to – laura.worden@ludusdance.org.  
 

For more information on the project please contact Laura Worden 

01524 35936 / laura.worden@ludusdance.org 

 

____ 

 

About the Project 

Over 100 years ago, just a stone’s throw from the genesis of the women’s 

suffrage movement in Manchester, mill-girls, pit brow workers, weavers and 

laundresses of Lancashire were joining the fight for women’s suffrage. Some 

rallied support in village halls and demonstrated at town halls, others went to 

London, to join marches and demonstrations. 

 

mailto:laura.worden@ludusdance.org
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Our project will uncover and celebrate the lives of working women from 

Burnley, Preston and Lancaster, who joined the suffrage movement.  

 

Community groups will research and bring to life the experiences of these 

working women and the extraordinary steps they took and sacrifices they 

made, in the fight for social change. Working with historians and specialists, 

we will explore archive material, hear talks, and visit exhibitions and historic 

sites, to piece together these fascinating stories. 

 

Working with artists and filmmakers we will use these stories to develop a 

mass physical performance piece, which echoes the collective movement of 

our female ancestors, marching for their rights. The piece will be performed in 

Preston and filmed to make a virtual reality experience to be used, with our 

learning pack, in schools and community settings. 

 

The project will reveal an often-overlooked part of our heritage in a creative, 

accessible way.  

 

About Ludus Dance 

Ludus Dance is the dance development organisation for Lancashire.  Our 

mission is to inspire and engage people through dance.   

 

We prioritise people and places of least engagement and offer an inclusive 

approach placing excellence in dance, engagement and learning at the heart 

of our work. 

 

The practice of the organisation is to enable people of all ages and 

backgrounds to experience dance as a creative and life enhancing force.  

Over the years, Ludus Dance has demonstrated and affirmed the 

effectiveness of dance in all its aspects: artistic, therapeutic, cultural, 

recreational and social.  The organisation is skilled at working at a grass roots 

level, generating, providing and supporting a wide range of activity within the 

community throughout Lancashire and the North West.   

 

Ludus Dance sees the value in partnership working and the benefits of 

collaboration as a means to further engage a wide spectrum of client groups. 

Our ambition to collaborate and enrich more lives has meant that we have 

sought out partnership opportunities across the cultural industries, and from 

other sectors, often making surprising and fruitful connections for the benefit 

of our communities. 

 

Ludus Dance has a 40 plus year history of using dance as a creative tool for 

learning. In recent years, Ludus Dance has successfully worked with several 

partners to deliver learning projects in the community, inspiring people to use 
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dance as a ‘way in’ to engage with issues, with each other and with their 

heritage. 

 


